


Give Me Shelter!
A thoughtful response to 
Permenant Supportive Housing. 



Marble Mountain 
Caves



Joel S and SRM
Who are we?



Joel S 
M.A, LPC.

At SRM for almost 16 years



SRM
Low Barrier to PSH

COC members



Examine the promises made by PSH. 

Can shelters be part of the fix? 

A thoughtful response to vocal shelter critics.

Goals of this 
Session



● Housing First. 
○ Housing should be provided “first” 

with out requirements to 
treatment completion or readiness. 

○ Based on consumer choice with 
consumer protections as tenants. 

○ Views housing as the foundation 
for effective care.  

A few definitions…



● Permanent Supportive Housing.
○ PSH

○ Built on Housing First ideas. 

○ Lifetime placement with little or no 
financial requirement. 

○ Services available but never 
required.  

A few definitions…



● Rapid Re-housing?
○ RRH

○ Does this count?

○ There is a treatment requirement.

○ Not unlimited payments.  

A few definitions…



● New York City was broke. 
○ Oct. 1975.

● Shelter mandate, Callahan v. Carey. 
○ Just 4 years later, the city was 

now in the shelter business.  

New York, New York.



● Sam Tsemberis
○ Greek / Canadian 

Psychologist
○ New York City in 80’s and 

90’s
● Pathways Home - housing first 

model is born. 
○ 1992

Sam.



● Compassionate 
Conservatism.

● HEARTH act. 

Rep. & Dem. 



What did they promise? 

Homelessness is a housing 
problem.

PSH is cheaper than shelter.

Once stable, people will seek 
treatment. 

What cave are we actually in?



Reality 1 –Is it just a housing problem?

● Homelessness is way more than a 
housing problem.

○ Housing costs are correlated, 
but not a causal solution.  

○ If it were a one-to-one solution, 
we could see a one-to-one 
reduction.  

● States that paid for PSH would see an 
improvement. 

○ A few states have been pursuing 
this approach for over 10 years, 
what is happening? 

● What about affordable housing in 
general? 

○ How strong is the connection 
between market rate affordable 
housing and homelessness? 



Development of PSH and Homeless population



Homeless population increase 2007-2023.



Affordable housing.



We do know that generally, PSH 

sees a housing retention rate of 

80-90 percent. When you give 

someone a free house for life, 

they usually stay there. 



Reality  2 – Is it less expensive? 

● PSH is in no way cheaper than 
sheltering. 

○ Estimated cost savings do not 
equal capital costs. 

○ Skimping on operation costs is 
incredibly harmful to tenants. 



Operational costs per year.

Axios Portland. April 25, 2024



What is true is that when 

someone enters PSH, their 

reduction in EMS and law 

enforcement services can 

save a community between 

6,800-33,500 dollars. 



Reality 3 – Do people get better? 

● People do not seek services or 
improve their health when they enter 
PSH. 

○ No evidence of physical health 
improvement. 

○ No evidence of behavioral 
health improvement. 

○ Could be a wash, at best. 



Several studies say…

Overall, except for some evidence that PSH 

improves health outcomes among 

individuals with HIV/AIDS, the committee 

finds that there is no substantial published 

evidence as yet to demonstrate that PSH 

improves health outcomes or reduces 

health care costs. 

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 

2018. Permanent Supportive Housing: Evaluating the 

Evidence for Improving Health Outcomes Among People 

Experiencing Chronic Homelessness. Washington, DC: The 

National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/25133.

PSH had no measurable effect on the 

severity of psychiatric symptoms, 

substance use income or employment 

when compared to usual social 

services.  

Effectiveness of permanent supportive housing and 

income assistance intervention for homeless 

individuals in hi income countries.  Lancet public 

health 2020



Several studies say…

In the past five years across 46 agencies responding, at least

118 permanent supportive housing tenants were reported to

have died after suspected overdose involving opioids.9

Overall, 29 (60.4%) agencies reported at least one death in

the past five years after a suspected opioid-involved

overdose. Four (8.7%) agencies reported 10 or more deaths

involving opioids, with one agency reporting 30 deaths in the

past five years.

Supportive Housing and The Opioid Crisis. CSH. 

Denver police and first responders 

have visited hotel shelters hundreds of 

times. Are they safer than the street? 



We know people are not seeking medical 

services, and they are not accessing 

EMS services either.  Generally, they are 

staying in the condition they were in 

when they entered. 



Addiction

Changes the correct 
operation of the brain. 

Brain injury

TBIs are common among 
homeless people

Trauma

Similar to addiction, the 
survival brain takes over. 

Why is this not working?

Illness and injury

A system based on choice when 
the chooser is broken.



Housing
More than a housing 

problem.

Money
Much more expensive.

Healing
People are not getting 

better.



Unseen
People are more seen and 

cared for in a shelter.

Dangerous
Not more dignified then 

shelters or safer.

Regulations
Keeping people safe vs. laws 

and landlords.  



PSH is not going away.  

There is too much 

invested to do away with 

the system.  

Is there a middle way?



If not 
everyone, 
then who? 

Given what we know about PSH, who is a good fit? 



People who 
are generally 
medically 
stable.  

If not everyone, then who?  



People who 
are not in 
active 
addiction. 

If not everyone, then who?



People who 
have a 
history of 
engagement, 
good agency. 

If not everyone, then who?



People who 
want to be 
housed. 

If not everyone, then who?



Those who 
are a good 
match with 
the services. 

If not everyone, then who?



Real choice
Give people an opportunity 

to have self 
determination. 

Relationships with 
providers

Start relationships that can 
continue once housed.

Magic wand waving.

Time to stabilize
In shelters, we have a chance 

for a true assessment.

Documents
Allow people to get vital 

documents. 

Reduce burnout
Keep outreach workers from 

wasting time. 



Community 
Build bridges with those who 

may have opposed us. 

What is incumbent on us? 

Well run shelters
No more shelters like New 

York in the 1980’s.

Case management
Trained, professional staff 

who know the options. 

Options
Build relationships allowing 

several housing options. 



Emergency shelters with professional staff have 
the opportunity to get people where they need 

to go.  

Right place 
right time



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon
and infographics & images by Freepik

Please keep this slide for attribution

THANKS!
Do you have any questions?
joels@springsrescuemission.org
719-314-2349
substack

https://bit.ly/3A1uf1Q
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Don’t forget to do the

evaluation!
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